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Ski Bike for Guests with Single or Dual Diagnoses 

Clinic Reminder Notes 
Beth Fox - bfox@nscd.org  

 
Why ski bike and who should do it? 

1. Quick success and fun if frustrated with learning to stand ski  
2. Use for positive transfer for balance, gliding, edging/carving, angulation skills and 

more 
3. People with, at minimum, moderate control of legs, trunk, and head 
4. A fun device on its own! 

 
Adaptations and teaching assists: 

1. Foot skis, no foot skis, bungie foot skis for control 
2. Soft limb blocks 
3. Rotate handlebars, grip assists 
4. Handlebar extensions for instructor to grasp and balance/guide/ steer 
5. Modified two point hold 
6. Tethering – tetherer can be a safety mechanism for those with risk or strength 

challenges; Create “smile” in tether line to allow slack for rider to turn; stopping 
assist or emergency stop with tether from straight behind rider. 

7. Fully adapted bike – Stalmach version with instructor handlebar 
 
Chairlift loading scenarios: 

1. Independent Rider: Rider duck walks astraddle bike while pushing it to load line, 
steps  from the straddle position to have both feet on one side of the bike; 
instructor takes charge of the bike during the loading and chairlift riding* phases 
and secures the bike to the lift with a seat strap. The instructor and rider exit the 
chair independently. 

  
2. Partially independent rider: Rider and instructor stand on either side of the bike to 

share the handle bars for balance while pushing the bike to the load line; 
instructor takes charge of the bike during the loading and chairlift riding* phases 
(may secure bike to lift with a strap); instructor detaches the strap as chair nears 
top of lift and positions the bike so that the rider and instructor can use the bike 
handle bars for stability when sliding down the exit ramp.  
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3. Instructor Assist for Rider: Helper takes bike at the “wait here” line; instructor 

assists the participant in all aspects of loading and exiting chair; helper may ride 
up in a chair ahead or behind the class or, if there is room, on the same chair; 
helper takes charge of bike during the loading and chairlift riding* phases and 
secures the bike to the lift with a seat strap. The bike is carried off of the chair by 
the helper and then rested on the snow. 

 
*The bike is carried across the lap of the helper or instructor when riding the chairlift  
unless the ski bike seat has been designed to safely rest on the seat or the arm rest of  
the chairlift.   
 
Learning to ski bike: 

1. Download the ski bike teaching guide from www.pisa-rm.org  

2. Log onto www.ski-bike.org for a comprehensive resource guide, including ski 
areas that allow bikes 

 

http://www.pisa-rm.org/
http://www.ski-bike.org/

